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The diversity of cities!



But cities have many common challenges

where density and size make it difficult to manage all 

the services and infrastructures in a coherent way

All cities consist of:



Cities depend on standards!



Developing standards for SSC 

requires a systems approach

• System: a group of interacting, interrelated, or 
interdependent elements forming a purposeful whole of a 
complexity that requires specific structures and work 
methods in order to support applications and services 
relevant to stakeholders.

• Systems Approach: a holistic, iterative, discovery 
process that helps first defining the right problem in 
complex situations and then in finding elegant, well-
designed and working solutions. It incorporates not only 
engineering, but also logical human and social aspects. 



The IEC Systems Committees

The IEC recognises that, while electrical and electronics standards are 
vitally important, they are often only part of the solution to a system 
requirement. 

We therefore need to understand the whole system in order to be sure 
that the IEC standards properly contribute to its  requirements

The role of a Systems Committee is therefore to analyse the system as 
a whole and then provide information to the relevant IEC TCs to enable 
them to develop the electrotechnical standards needed.



The IEC SyC Smart Cities

Our scope: To foster the development 
of standards in the field of 
electrotechnology to help with the 
integration, interoperability and 
effectiveness of city systems.



In summary

We can develop systems standards relating to electro technology within smart 
cities. However, this is not our primary role.  

Our main role is to gain a deep understanding of cities and city systems by: 

- identifying and analysing use cases, and 

- developing tools such as a Smart Cities Reference Architecture

in order to make it easy for the IEC TCs to see how their focused standards work fits in with 
the wider requirements of Smart Cities.

We also need to work closely with ISO and with ITU-T, as well as with other 
relevant SDOs, in order to ensure that the electrotechnical standards that are 
developed by IEC TCs form a consistent part of the family of international 
standards that are being developed to meet the needs of cities.



Helping cities work Helping cities improve Helping cities transform

The basic plumbing Incremental improvements City-wide impact

These may need to be updated from 

time to time to reflect improvements in 

technologies

Using digital initiatives to help existing 

services work better

Eg Open 311

These are low risk and quick return, but 

need to be designed so that they can 

interoperate with incremental 

improvements in other city areas

Using data and technology to change 

the way a city works.

These can be:

• city-wide guidance standards; or

• packages of standards to enable a 

step change in how the city  works

Standards for Smart Sustainable Cities



Standards to help cities transform

1. Citywide guidance standards, for instance:
1. A common reference architecture

• To help identify commonalities between cities

2. A common language – terms, definitions, frameworks

• To ensure partners and suppliers have a common understanding

2. Families of standards to help solve city needs
• To tackle a city need or to define a smart systems solution, a 

whole family of different types of standards is required –
management, data, IoT, communications, electronics, electrical, 
and they need to be designed to work together



The definition of a 
smart city from the 
combined viewpoint 
of its strategy, 
organisational 
structure and 
processes, 
information systems 
and technology, and 
built environment.

Smart City Reference Architecture



Simple structures need simple plans 



What about an airport?



• Many organisations and departments have to co-
ordinate their work closely together

• Many Processes have to be managed – how 
passengers get to and from their plane, how 
luggage is moved around, how fuel is provided, 
how planes are serviced, how security is managed 
etc 

• Huge amounts of data and information need to be 
gathered, analysed and circulated

• Many Infrastructures need to be managed –
electricity, telecoms, water, heating, moving 
walkways etc in order to support the different 
processes 

And all these must be tightly linked together

An airport needs a detailed architecture



A city is much more complicated!



Smart City Reference Architecture



Terminology – boring but important

• How can cities explain their requirements in a way that 
makes sense to providers?

• How can Standards Development Organisations describe 
their standards in a way that helps cities and industry see 
how they all fit together?

Our IEC  Smart Systems Committee is working on developing 
consensus-based, clear definitions of terms related to SSC so 
that all our TCs use the same definitions, and ones that,  as far 
as possible, are used across all standards organisations



ISO 37105 Descriptive Framework for 
Cities and communities



It defines the key “things” and 
concepts within a city and shows 
their relationships with each 
other
I can say that I am at Westmount 
and want to get to Centre Ville. 
Anyone with the map will know 
where I am and where I want to 
get to and, using the map, we can 
discuss together the best routes 
and the most appropriate form of 
transport

The Descriptive Framework is a Map



We are starting work on a city typology

What cities can I best learn from?



… and of Districts and Zones

Cities are not homogenous
• The different functions of cities tend to be concentrated in different areas of the 

city – or districts. These may include:
• Residential
• Business
• Industrial
• Retail and entertainment
• University, etc
• Mixed (15 minute districts)

• Each of these will vary in their requirements for smart city solutions

• How can we define the different types of districts in order to make it easy to 
develop consistent sets of standards that will address their differing requirements?



….and a common way to describe flows and 
nodes



Developing families of standards

• Helping cities and city systems become smarter will required whole families of 
standards delivered by many specialist TCs and Study Groups

• We are undertaking a series of reports on use case collection and analysis for 
different city systems and city systems solutions. 

• For instance, we are just starting work on IEC TS 63301 Use Case Collection and 
Analysis: Water Systems in Smart Cities. 

• The aim is to understand all the different systems requirements for electrical and 
electronic standards

• And how those standards need to interoperate with and support standards 
developed by other SDOs



Water provision is a complex system

Water 
source 

Water 
supply 

Water 
consumption 

Water 
draining 

Water 
disposal 

Natural water resources  / water environment 

water inflow 

recycling 

consumed

Conservation 
qualified
discharge

water outflow 

rainfall

evaporation 

leakage

As Smart technologies evolve and deploy at massive rates with the Internet of 
Things and Big Data, there are many examples of the use of smart sensor-based 
networks designed to optimize water supply and use.



Breaking down High level use cases – an example

• Each scenario can be 
developed into  a 
detailed specialized 
use case 

• specialized use cases 
provide a tangible 
elaboration of the 
technical aspects of 
HLUC

What tools are needed, 

how shall sensors be 

deployed… 

As the manager of the water 
authority, I have to track and 
make sure the water system is 
working normally 

Need Statement

 I need to know how much leakage there is 
and where the leaks are so that I can 
prioritize maintenance

Scenario 1
I need to know how pure the water is so 
that I can be sure it complies with the 
required standards   

scenario 2

I need to know how much water is stored in 
the reservoirs so that I can ration the water if 
a shortage is likely

scenario 3

Need-ID_001

BS-ID_001

BS-ID_002

BS-ID_003

A couple of scenarios have to be 
considered  :
Scenario 1: In case of water Leakage 
Scenario 2: In case of purity irregularity  
Scenario 3: In case of shortage
Scenario X: ...



The process to scope out family of 
standards

• Identify high level 
use cases

• Fill out the template

High level use 
case

• Use each high level 
use case to identify 
stakeholder needs

• Develop many user 
stories

User story
• Use each user story 

to develop a detailed 
use cases using the 
IEC Smart use case 
template

IEC Short use 
case

• Set up use case 
database and 
analyse use cases to 
identify sets of 
common 
requirements

Analysis
• Use the common 

requirements to 
scope out a family of 
standards

Scope out the 
standards family



Also working on scoping out standards for:

• City Information Modelling/City Digital Twins
• Intelligent Operations Centres
• Urban Planning
…… With more on the way

How can we do this collaboratively?



michael@iscommunications.co.uk


